erence between theory and practice is even bigger in practice than
unknown) – “Theory is when you know everything, but nothing work
s when everything works, but nobody knows why. Here theory and pra
together: nothing works … and nobody knows why!” (Albert Einstein
having been in magic for forty years now, I can sincerely affirm that
y competence to perform magic from practicing and performing a lo
my understanding of it from theory.” (Roberto Giobbi) – “Whenev
ooks like the only possible one, take it as a sign that you understoo
he theory nor the problem it is supposed to solve.” (Karl Popper) – A
re legitimate, no matter. What matters is what you do with them.” (Jorg
ges) – “God was a bachelor. One can therefore rightly assume that h
dments referring to marriage where more of a theoretical than practic
(Peter Ustinov) – “You never know, but you can always think.” (Robe
i) – “Theory dreams, practice teaches.” (Karl von Holtei) – “There
s practical as a good theory.” (Gustav Robert Kirchhoff) – “Experienc
heory is blind, but theory without experience is mere intellectual play
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el Kant) – “In theory there is no difference between theory and practic
ce there is.” (Benjamin Brewster, popularized by Yogi Berra) – “Befo
ried, I had six theories about raising children; now, I have six childre
heories.” (John Wilmot) – “If the facts don’t fit the theory, change th
lbert Einstein) – “He who loves practice without theory is like the sa
oards a ship without a rudder and compass and never knows where h
” (Leonardo da Vinci) – “It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theo
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